Litigants entering a courtroom, where their case will unfold before a judge or jury, are often accompanied by armies of lawyers wielding reams of briefs, boxes of exhibits, and sophisticated legal arguments. But outside the courtroom, these same litigants have traditionally been armed with nothing more than a terse "no comment."

Certainly the stakes are high in both arenas. But while thousands of hours go into preparing for the outcome of a court case, the impact of that case on reputation has historically been an afterthought – or a matter on which litigants and their lawyers simply put their heads in the sand.

For companies facing enterprise-threatening litigation, best practice today is to support legal strategies with communications plans targeting key stakeholders, including the media, investors, regulators, elected officials, and employees. These efforts help create a narrative that connects with stakeholders’ world views and frames the critical issues in a way that makes the legal arguments understandable, and perhaps even appealing. Communications outside the courtroom can be tricky, particularly when a company is fighting on multiple fronts and anything said in one forum can have implications in another. But time and again, we’ve seen that litigants who prioritize the outside world – with its echo chamber of 24-hour news and digital, user-led discussions – better weather the litigation storm.

We learn a lot from the people in this issue and from our clients around the world, who every day are working to find the right balance between communications inside and outside the courtroom. We hope you enjoy this edition of Spotlight and, as always, welcome your feedback.
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Making the case
Top lawyer STEVE SUSMAN talks to Brunswick’s MIKE FRANCE about the media and his successful challenges to conventional wisdom

Very few lawyers deserve to be called disrupters. Steve Susman is one.

Today, he is among the litigators most feared by corporate defense lawyers, but he started off on their side, joining Fulbright & Jaworski after a clerkship with US Supreme Court Justice Hugo Black.

In 1980, Susman founded Susman Godfrey, a firm voted one of the top litigation boutiques by American Lawyer, the first time the magazine judged the field in 2005. Acclaim has piled up as the practice has grown to over 100 lawyers.

At the same time as he has been building an institution, Susman has been bucking the establishment. He pioneered creative billing arrangements, risk-sharing tactics and novel litigation strategies that have consistently defied the profession’s conventional wisdom. In 2015, he made headlines with a $2 million donation to New York University Law School to study the demise of civil jury trials in the US through a variety of research and academic activities (see next page).

In a recent interview, Susman talked about the Civil Jury Project at NYU and his views on litigation communications.

What is the central communications challenge in every lawsuit?
You have to ask yourself, "What are the 10 hardest questions in every case?" Whether you are a plaintiff or a defendant, every case basically boils down to no more than 10 hard questions. We believe in putting them in writing. When the clients tell us their answers, we critique them. We make them go back and do it again. We make them mad. It is a collaborative document, but we challenge them – and that’s the point.

What are your views on the role of communications outside the courtroom?
It is a dangerous thing for a lawyer to do. You have to be very careful. Judges do not want you trying your cases in the press; they want you trying your cases in the courtroom. So I have to be extremely careful about talking to the media in a case. I frankly prefer that the client do it or that the client hire an outside firm to manage it.

What is your opinion of plaintiffs’ lawyers who seek high settlement values by exerting pressure in the media?
As a lawyer, I evaluate the case on the basis of merit. That’s it. What is the judge going to say? What is the jury going to say? I’ve had clients come and say, "You should take this case because the other side cannot afford to have any media attention. They will settle this case." That’s the stupidest rationale I can think of. Taking a case on the belief that you can get quick settlement because the other side may be embarrassed is really ridiculous. You can’t predict what the media reaction will be in any event, and you can’t count on that.
How are creative fee structures important in your firm’s work?

Lawyers who bill clients by the hour get paid for their work whether it produces a good result or not. So why would somebody tell a client that the case sucks? On the defense side, this is a very dangerous thing. Clients should hear the truth up front. “Well, you’re never going to go to trial on this. It’ll cost you a lot more. The risk is too high. You should pay now because you are going to have to pay the other side anyway.” Lawyers don’t say that enough. They don’t communicate with the client because, if they’re working by the hour, it’s not in their self-interest to end their work.

Why did you start the New York University Civil Jury Project?

I was worried that the civil jury was disappearing and there was nothing getting done about it. The right to a civil jury really mattered to the Founding Fathers. It’s in the Constitution, the Bill of Rights and the Declaration of Independence. It was one of the most important rights of all about 240 years ago; juries were the ultimate protection against a potentially tyrannical government.

It is surprising to read on the project’s website that since 2005, less than 1 percent of federal civil cases have involved a jury.

The media has created a huge misperception. There are movies, books and articles about trials.

We’ve seen a tremendous amount of publicity about the so-called “litigation explosion.” Most people think, “There are too many trials.” Yet last year the average federal judge tried only two civil jury cases and the same number on the criminal side.

Those figures are not talked about a lot, but I think they should be.

How can civil litigation be improved to preserve the role of the jury?

We have to try to create an environment where it’s a pleasant experience for the jury so they can comprehend the case better. There are a lot of things that courts can do that will improve jury trials. Rules can be established that put short time limits on the trial. You could make lawyers put on their case in three days. You’re talking about a day in court – not a week in court, or a month in court.

If you make trials shorter, you will attract better jurors. Too many people think that serving on a jury is a phenomenal waste of time.

Additionally, you could make sure that instructions that jurors receive are easier to understand and that jurors are allowed to ask more questions.

MIKE FRANCE is a former lawyer and Senior Editor at BusinessWeek, where he oversaw coverage of management issues and legal affairs. He is a Partner in Brunswick’s New York office, specializing in litigation and crisis.